Do subjects with stiff arteries have high blood pressure?
It has been argued that age-related increases in arterial stiffness could lead to spuriously high indirect blood pressure measurements, with consequent overdiagnosis of hypertension in older patients. To study the relationship between arterial stiffness and blood pressure, we identified patients with 'arterial stiffness', using Osler's manoeuvre, and compared their blood pressure levels with patients of a similar age. A total of 250 hospital inpatients were assessed independently by two doctors. In the 198 patients (79%) where both observers agreed on Osler's manoeuvre status, positive Osler's manoeuvre was uncommon under the age of 50 years but became more common thereafter, rising to 58% of patients aged over 75 years. However, blood pressure levels were similar in each age group, irrespective of Osler's manoeuvre status. We conclude that increased arterial stiffness as measured by Osler's manoeuvre is not necessarily associated with raised blood pressure levels in the elderly.